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We give voice to
your projects



Katja Rödiger  
Katja Rödiger, from Hamburg.
Since 2000 in the public
relations sector in Italy. She is
the founder, administrator, and
project manager of PR Partner.

PR Partner is a communication agency directed by: 

"For years I have specialized in product, tourism
and corporate communication. 
Since 2018 interesting clients are also coming
from the sector of Environmental Sustainability
and the Circular Economy, to which I personally
look with extreme attention and trust."



COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

PRESS OFFICE

COPYWRITING

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING 

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

WEBSITE MANAGEMENT

SEO CONSULTING

Elena Galbusera 
Meet Chiara Panzeri, the Senior
Account Manager at PR Partner.
With expertise in communication
strategies, Chiara is responsible for
managing PR Partner's editorial
projects. Along with her
experience as a press officer, she is
also a creative content creator and
proficient in managing websites
and social media.

Chiara Panzeri  
You will appreciate to work with
Elena Galbusera. She has worked
in corporate, fashion, food and
lifestyle  communication. She
presently collaborates  as an
external for content and social
media marketing projects at PR
Partner.

Who we are and what we do 



PR Partner has developed expertise in environmental issues,
biodiversity, and the circular economy through working with
clients like GREENWICH S.R.L., Officina dell'Ambiente, and
Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute. We can also
position ourelves as a Tourism & Sustainability Communication
agency due to the growing need for tourist destinations to
embrace sustainable development.

PR Partner has been working for over 20
years for tourist boards, hotels and tour
operators who want to consolidate their
offer in Italy, increase their online brand
awareness and enter into relationships
with the most influential publishing
houses.

We are specialist in: 

Tourism Sustainability



Our years of experience have given us a deep connection to
Alpine tourist destinations. Our expertise lies in identifying
and preserving the delicate balance of these destinations. We
work with vision and common sense to achieve sustainable
and measurable growth objectives that benefit tourist
organizations and consortia, cable cars, and hoteliers.

Cultural tourism is growing. Art and music
inspire and increase the desire to travel.
That’s why we promote it to our quality
targets in Italy. 

Art and culture Mountain, ski and sporting brand 



The Importance of Context Analysis and Data
Research for Effective Press Releases

To ensure the validity and relevance of a press
release, it's critical to conduct thorough context
analysis and data research. We at our company are
devoted to delivering high-quality editorial
content that meets the standards of quality
journalism. 

Our strong relationships with journalists allow us
to place our clients' news on various media. 

Our team is comprised of expert writers, who
possess a wise and thoughtful approach to
language use. Additionally, each press release is
accompanied by relevant photos and uploaded to
our website's newsroom, which is readily
accessible to information operators.

Successful communication to the media

Press Releases

https://www.pr-partner.it/comunicati-stampa/lipsia-autunno-stagione-di-eventi-musica-arte-storia-e-folklore-tanti-motivi-per-viaggiare/


Media coverage





Our Services: Digital Branding, Content Management, and Social Media
Marketing

We specialize in digital branding and content management strategies
to ensure our clients' websites perform optimally. Our expertise includes
editing blog posts and news for company magazines and creating
multimedia content for various social profiles. We also manage annual
budgets to design effective social media marketing campaigns that
cater to specific audience segments. Additionally, we identify the best
influencers and media partners for wider social campaigns and co-
marketing strategies.

Blog, Facebook and Instagram
If your
content
marketing is
for everyone,
it's for no one
Joe Pulizzi

Web content and social media management 



https://sassoniaturismo-blog.it/


Strengthen Your Brand Identity and Network with Regular
Presence on LinkedIn

Our team maintains a consistent presence on LinkedIn to provide
our clients with engaging content, images, videos, interactions,
and shares. This approach helps to reinforce their brand identity
and expand their network.

Linkedin



Expert Editorial Planning for Environmentally-Focused Websites and
Social Media Profiles

Our team specializes in creating comprehensive editorial plans for
websites and social media profiles that focus on environmental topics.
With our expertise in the field of ecological transition, we can cover a
wide range of topics including Green Building, ESG, Biodiversity, C2C,
EPD, LCA, Environmental Certifications, Carbon Footprint, and more. Our
editorial process begins with conducting thorough research and
interviews to produce original content aimed at increasing website
traffic, improving indexing, acquiring new customers, and enhancing
brand image. Additionally, we ensure that our content is tailored to the
target channel's audience to guarantee maximum effectiveness.

We deal with environmental sustainability issues

Web Magazine 



Expert Web Development and SEO Optimization
Services

Our team of web experts and SEO masters are
highly skilled in website development and
optimization. We work collaboratively with our
clients to establish an effective communication
strategy that aligns with their brand identity,
values, projects, economic data, partnerships,
results, and social responsibility. By constantly
monitoring and reporting progress through
Google Analytics tools, we can create more
targeted editorial plans that cater to the interests
of users. Our goal is to ensure that our clients' sites
are always up-to-date with the latest trends and
that they continue to meet the ever-changing
needs of their audience.

Company Websites We create values   
and identities

We give voice to
new business

We value 
projects

We present 
reality at its best

Web site concept, graphic design and SEO consulting 



PR Partner's events are original and well
attended, inspiring, strengthening relationships,
and most importantly, enhancing the client's
brand reputation.

Kufsteinerland, Press Conference for the Road Cycling
World Champs to Bianchi Cafè 

Stubai Innsbruck at Museo Bagatti Valsecchi Event

Stubai Glacier, Winter Season Opening 2021

Events, conference & educational 



Green Road Seminar with Officina
delll’Ambiente and the Bologna Order of
Engineers, 2022

With star chefs
Witzigmann and Marcello
Leoni at the 2011 Ischgl-
Paznaun press conference
in Bologna

Press educational Bach Fest Leipzig 2019 Workshop b2b TMGS / DZT

With the Prime Minister of Saxony Michael
Kretschmer in Rome on the occasion of the five-
year partnership with the Lazio region



Tyrolo Food Event at Teatro 7 Osttirol, Press Educational 2020

With Mario Cipollini at the Upcycle Bike Café for the launch
event of the World Cycling Championships in Tyrol 

Sagron Mis Festival 2022: conferance about alpinism with Manolo and
Alessandro Gogna



Agency network Italy/ Germany

Employer Branding

More over Webinar

Cradle to Cradle Product Innovation Institute in Italy October 2020

Photoshooting

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:7087028838953627650


We have been working for many years with: 

Further long-standing cooperation with:



Thanks for
your
attention.

We’d love to
hear your
feedback!

Registered Office: Via Vittorio Emanuele II 179 24033 Calusco d'Adda (BG); 
info@pr-partner.it - tel. +39.335.63.57.004  www.pr-partner.it - VAT Number 03738710163


